Solutions By Design II, LLC and Estrela Tech, LLC, as the owning and managing member of the Joint Venture, partners with Federal Civilian agencies to develop solutions that deliver value and help agencies accomplish their mission. SBD services include:

- IT planning, design, development, testing, implementation, operations, and maintenance of business applications using Agile and DevOps approaches.
- Increased user awareness and acceptance of program policies and business applications through integrated marketing and outreach activities that meet learning objectives for today’s evolving workforce while reducing costs.
- Process automation for execution of program operations connecting business processes through collaborative workspaces.
- Enterprise monitoring that provides agencies with the situational awareness needed to identify, evaluate, and isolate vulnerabilities, threats, and outages that impact security posture and operational continuity and availability of business applications.

**U.S. Department of Homeland Security**

The Security Operations Center (SOC) provides data communications and security monitoring in concert with the DHS OneNet (IP intranet) steward, to ensure end-to-end diagnostic support. SBD provides security operations and incident response services for approximately 30,000 devices running the USCIS Network for approximately 15,000 Government end users.

Services include:
- IT cybersecurity intelligence
- Security Event Information Management and Threat Response
- Insider Threat Planning and Response
- Virtual SOC

**Department Of Interior**

SBD provides enterprise level consulting services to support DOI's technology requirements for Enterprise Active Directory and Directory Services in support of 18 Bureaus and Offices. The support includes enterprise directory services, operational support services, and management support for the System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) infrastructure. The support services provided entails maintenance of root domain controllers and domain name servers and network services. We also deliver Infrastructure Planning, Design, and Implementation Services to support the DOI End User Services (EUS) Division supporting mission critical systems that extends to security and anti-virus patching.

Services include:
- Enterprise Directory Services (EDS)
- Operational Support Services
- Administrative Services
- SCCM (System Center Configuration Management) Infrastructure

**Federal Aviation Administration**

In support of FAA Air Traffic Control Training, SBD redesigns and converts existing Flash-based training modules to mobile compatible HTML5 format using Articulate Storyline 2. We work directly with field SMEs and Senior Management to develop new requirements, content, and interactive levels for the new courses.

SBD recreated the training and delivered the new course, which was functionally approved in less than four months.

Services include:
- Instructional Design
- Section 508
- Multimedia and Graphic Design
- JavaScript

**Federal Election Committee**

Since 2008, SBA has supported FEC's application development and maintenance initiatives. Our experience includes rapid analysis and resolution of operational issues, enhancement and deployment of systems, and identification of potential needs with prototyping and developing new systems.

SBD reports and tracks user access to network systems. We maintain separate systems for document distribution, legal case management and certified voting results.

Services include:
- Custom Application Development
- Testing
- Operations
- Change management

SBD demonstrated performance levels that are above expectations... (they) work together in a way that is seamless across projects and offer innovative approaches to address acute challenges.
Using Agile development methodology, we deliver analysis, design, prototyping and the day-to-day maintenance and enhancement of your business applications, helping reduce costs and ensure faster execution of programs, projects and other initiatives.

Our subject matter and technology experts, engineers, analysts and other professionals provide mission support to improve efficiency and enable you to achieve your strategic objective.

We provide infrastructure requirements, design, analysis support as well as network planning and metrics that support major system-wide projects including VTC, IPV6, cybersecurity, secure data center operations, network management, security, IV&V and information assurance services.

The Innovation Center is a research and development environment aligned with the two leading Cloud Services providers: Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services (AWS). SBD ensures easy access to mainstream Operating Systems, Software Development Ecosystems, and Enterprise tools. This allows our client to prototype solutions faster and demo tools without expense.

Qualifications and Certifications
- CMMI® DEV V1.3 ML3
- Economically Disadvantaged Woman Owned Business
- Prime Contractor on 93% of contracts

Contract Vehicles
- GSA FSS 70 GS-35F-4717G
- GSA FSS 70 GS-35F-242GA
- GSA PSS GS-00F-250DA
- GSA Alliant SB GS-06F-0656Z
- GSA 8(a) STARS II GS-06F-0940Z
- GSA 8(a) STARS II GS-06F-1232Z
- GSA Health IT SIN and CMS SPARC
- FAA eFast DTFAWA11A-00082
- DCMA MOCAS SS121A-16-D-0005
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